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Prudent clinical practice despite dogma or nihilism
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Intracranial hypertension is a dangerous, sometimes 
fatal, complication of traumatic brain injury (TBI). Sud-
den increases in intracranial pressure (ICP) may cause 
brain herniation; sustained ICP elevations may lower cer-
ebral perfusion pressure and cause diffuse brain ischemia. 
Substantial agreement exists on the dangers of intracra-
nial hypertension, but when this threat is translated into 
actual clinical thresholds for treatment, i.e., millimeters 
of mercury (mmHg), a range of opinions emerges.

Important TBI clinical trials have used varying ICP 
thresholds for the management of intracranial hyperten-
sion. The DECRA trial aggressively randomized patients 
to decompressive craniectomy with an ICP > 20  mmHg 
even for a short duration [1]. In contrast, in the more 
recent RESCUE-ICP trial, patients were eligible for rand-
omization to decompressive craniectomy when their ICP 
was sustained above 25 mmHg for hours [2].

Daily clinical practice, outside trials, exhibits a degree 
of consistency. For example, in a survey of 66 European 
neurotrauma centers, three institutions declared to start 
treatment for an ICP > 15  mmHg, but the overwhelm-
ing majority (83% of respondents) used a threshold of 
> 20  mmHg [3]. This practical orientation (i.e., to treat 
an ICP > 20  mmHg) was incorporated in an interna-
tional consensus conference which proposed a flexible 
approach, with ICP > 20–25 mmHg as a viable threshold. 

The recommendation was to manage TBI patients by 
combining the ICP measurement with clinical observa-
tion and repeated imaging [4].

The latest American Brain Trauma Foundation (BTF) 
guidelines for severe TBI update the recommended 
treatment threshold to > 22 mmHg [5], based on class 2 
evidence; this value was promulgated as a level  IIB rec-
ommendation. The new recommendation is admittedly 
based on low-quality evidence, and legitimate questions 
are raised about whether the underlying data properly 
supports the recommendation. The new guideline also 
precipitate the obvious question, is there a meaningful 
difference between a threshold of 20 and 22  mmHg in 
practical terms?

Targets or thresholds?
The latest BTF guidelines derive the ICP threshold rec-
ommendation from a single-center (Cambridge) retro-
spective study [6] evaluating autoregulation, ICP, and 
outcome. The study was never intended to define an ICP 
treatment threshold, instead reporting an association 
between a single summary ICP value (averaged over the 
entire monitoring period) and 6-month outcomes after 
TBI. Not unexpectedly, patients who died had a higher 
average ICP than survivors, consistent with previous 
studies [7, 8].
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The association between ICP and outcome was tested 
using a repeated sequential chi-square analysis which 
identified a threshold of 22  mmHg for mortality and 
18.15 mmHg for favorable outcome.

The direct association of ICP values with outcome cat-
egories is simplistic, as a multivariable approach would 
be preferable. Obviously the ICP behavior during the 
entire monitoring period reflects injury severity, evolving 
pathophysiology, and multiple active therapeutic inter-
ventions. In the Cambridge study, the data was indicative 
of the average ICP value in severe TBI who, despite ade-
quate treatment, did not survive injury. Unfortunately, 
the ICP value of 22  mmHg has been interpreted quite 
differently, and proposed as the threshold for starting 
therapy.

Though practically speaking, an ICP threshold of 22 
instead of 20 mmHg is unlikely to have an impact at the 
bedside, the BTF guidelines recommendation has created 
great potential for confusion.

Do we need thresholds?
The association of raised ICP with worse outcome is well 
proven [7, 9], but there is not clear-cut evidence bless-
ing one ICP number as beneficial, and other numbers as 
“evil”. This could lead to a nihilistic attitude, based on the 
“absence of evidence”, while ICP requires careful moni-
toring and quick responses. To this purpose, a threshold 
may be useful.

Historically, intracranial hypertension has been defined 
as 20  mmHg, which represents twice the accepted nor-
mal ICP [10]. There are no strict reasons to prefer 20 or 
25 mmHg, once it is clear that these figures work mainly 
as an alarm. Experienced clinicians know that some 
patients may tolerate a moderately raised ICP (so that 
a 25  mmHg threshold could be accepted), while others 
cases may suffer tremendously, with brain herniation 
possibly occurring even at ICP values below 20  mmHg 
[10, 11]. The treating team should be alerted by this alarm 
and seriously consider what is causing the ICP rise.

Do we need doctors for treating ICP?
Being in favor of a threshold does not favor a simplis-
tic therapy for normalizing a number. Once the ICP 
level becomes a problem, doctors start a complex, often 
rapid, sequence: the reliability of the ICP signal is veri-
fied, common causes of pathological increase ruled out 
(such as fever or coughing), the integrity of brain stem 
reflexes assessed, and the usefulness of an urgent CT 
scan considered. Treating clinicians then have a range of 
options from osmotic therapy to emergent neurosurgical 
intervention.

ICP monitoring is a window inside the skull that pro-
vides minimal but crucial information on pathological 

events that increase the intracranial content. The treating 
team has the duty of reacting to the ICP alarm, to identify 
what is wrong, and, possibly, to target treatment.

Lessons learned
The latest severe TBI guidelines have been published 
with the intent of updating previous editions with the 
most rigorous literature review. In the specific case of 
ICP threshold the update has resulted in a minimal, clini-
cally insignificant change (2 mmHg) supported by a sin-
gle misinterpreted study. A better interaction between 
clinicians and methodologists could have avoided the 
confusion between an average ICP and a useful trigger 
for starting treatment.

Interestingly, the same guidelines correctly recom-
mend that “A combination of ICP values and clinical and 
brain CT findings may be used to make management 
decisions”. Unfortunately, this statement is graded as 
level III, as less grounded on evidence than the infamous 
22 mmHg information. In the end, the modern approach 
to TBI guideline development is impaired by adherence 
to rigid statistical methods without rational, practical 
input from decades of clinical experience.

Again, a better understanding of what truly matters in 
clinical practice could help readers in making informed 
choices in the management of intracranial hypertension.
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